The Consumer Technology Association (CTA)™ created the CT Hall of Fame to pay tribute to those innovators who have helped to advance the way we live, work and play. The deadline for nominations is December 30, 2017.

We base our entrants’ and nominees’ eligibility on past participation in the design, development, manufacturing and retail or distribution of consumer electronics products, accessories and related products offered through consumer channels. Also eligible are those who have contributed to the industry in other significant ways. Candidates must be retired from the position for which they are being nominated for at least two years, but may be otherwise active in the industry.

To maintain the CT Hall of Fame’s focus, the nominee’s credentials should include:

- The significant contribution they made that advanced the consumer electronics industry or enhanced consumer lifestyles.
- The specific patent, invention or outgrowth of product or service that the nominee created or rendered.
- The specific retail marketing or sales innovation that the nominee contributed.
- The achievements the nominee has accumulated over the course of his or her career.

Nominate your choice inductee(s) by completing this form and returning it by fax to 703-907-7690, email to cstevens@CTA.tech, or mail to CT Hall of Fame Awards, 1919 South Eads Street, Arlington, VA 22202, Attn: Cindy Stevens. If available, also include supporting materials on the nominee, such as a resume, obituary, corporate bio, other awards, citations or newspaper/magazine clippings.

All winners will be announced in April 2018.